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Outline

• Overview of Type I two Higgs doublet model (2HDM).

• Limits on the charged Higgs parameters (mH± − tanβ).

• Electro Weak production of charged Higgs.

• Fermiophobic nature of charged Higgs and heavy Higgs in Type I 2HDM.

• Signatures of same sign trilepton in Type I 2HDM.
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• 2HDM is the minimal but phenomenologically rich extension of SM under the
same gauge symmetry.

• The scalar sector of the 2HDM consists of two SU(2) Higgs doublets Φi , i = 1, 2.

Φi =

(
φ+

i
vi +ρi +iηi√

2

)

vi = 〈ρi 〉 v =
√

v2
1 + v2

2 = 246 GeV

• Mostly studied: CP conserving 2HDM with softly broken Z2 (to avoid Higgs
mediated FCNC) symmetry.

V2HDM ⊃ m2
12Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.

• After EWSB, the scalar sector consists of two CP even Higgses (h and H), one
CP odd scalar A and a pair of charged Higgs H±.

• Parameters: m2
h, m2

H , m2
A, m2

H± , m2
12, v , tanβ(= v2/v1), sin(β − α)

• In 2HDM, h is identified as the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson.
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• Based on the Z2 charge assignments for the fermions, there are four possible
Yukawa structures − Type I, II, X and Y.

• After EW symmetry breaking the Yukawa Lagrangian in terms of the mass
eigenstates is:

L2HDM
Yuk, I = −

∑
f =u,d,`

mf

v

(
ξf

hf hf + ξf
H fHf − iξf

Afγ5Af
)

−
{√

2Vud

v
u
(
ξu

AmuPL + ξd
Amd PR

)
H+d +

√
2ml

v
ξl

AvLH+lR + h.c.

}

ξu
h ξd

h ξ`h ξu
H ξd

H ξ`H ξu
A ξd

A ξ`A
cα/sβ cα/sβ cα/sβ sα/sβ sα/sβ sα/sβ cotβ − cotβ − cotβ

• Other couplings:

(A) hVV : sin(β − α)gSM
hVV , HVV : cos(β − α)gSM

hVV , AVV : 0 where V = Z , W±.

(B) hAZµ : g
2CW

cos(β − α)(p + p′)µ, HAZµ : − g
2CW

sin(β − α)(p + p′)µ

(C) H±hW∓µ : ∓i g
2 cos(β − α)(p + p′)µ, H±HW∓µ : ±i g

2 sin(β − α)(p + p′)µ,
H±AW∓µ : g

2 (p + p′)µ
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• Unitarity and vacuum stability bounds can be satisfied by proper choice of
m2

12 ∈ [0,m2
H sinβcosβ].

• The EWPO, T - parameter depends strongly on the mass spliting of the charged
Higgs and the neutral scalars.

mhBSM [GeV] mA [GeV] mH± [GeV] tan β c(hBSMV V ) m2
12 [GeV2]

min 30 30 50 0.8 −0.5 0
max 1000 1000 1000 25.0 0.5 106

Table 2.: Input parameter ranges for the parameter scan in the type I 2HDM.
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Figure 1.: Possible mass separations between the charged Higgs boson and the non-
h125 neutral Higgs bosons. The color code indicates the (per-bin averaged)
deviation of the T parameter from the central value of the fit from Ref. [79].

We fix the mass of the h125 boson to its observed value from the ATLAS and CMS
LHC Run-1 combined analysis, mh125 = 125.09 GeV [32], and uniformly sample the
remaining model parameters within the ranges given in Table 2. For convenience, we
choose the coupling c(hBSMV V ) as input parameter in order to cover the two possible
cases h1 ' hSM and h2 ' hSM together in one scan (see Ref. [75] for details). In the
following, we show results for a sample of 106 parameter points that fulfill all of the
above constraints (at the 2σ level, where applicable).
As a first scan result, we investigate the well-known and important impact of the

electroweak precision constraints on the Higgs mass spectrum (see e.g. Ref. [116]). Es-
pecially the constraint on the T parameter forces mH± to be always close to one of
the neutral Higgs masses. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing the deviation of the T
parameter from the central value of the fit in Ref. [79] in the (mhBSM−mH± ,mA−mH±)
plane. As mentioned above, only parameter points with a deviation less than 2σ are
shown. It is clearly visible that either mhBSM ∼ mH± or mA ∼ mH± needs to be fulfilled.
In the context of the charged Higgs boson decay into a W boson and a lighter Higgs
boson, as discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, this constraint implies that either hBSM or
A — but not both — can be significantly lighter than the charged Higgs boson. As
a consequence, at least one of the channels H± → hBSMW

± or H± → AW± can be
kinematically accessible in large parts of the parameter space.
Fig. 2 shows the scan results in the plane of the two important coupling parameters
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• Alignment limit: sin(β − α)→ 1 implies that the couplings of h is like SM Higgs
boson.
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H± production and decay channels
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• The QCD induced production of charged Higgs depends on its mass with respect
to top quark and can be divided into

(A) Light Scenario: mH± . 160 GeV

(B) Heavy Scenario: (mH± & 200 GeV)

(C) Intermediate Scenario: (mH± ∼ mt )

• In Type I 2HDM, the strong production of charged Higgs is tanβ suppressed.

Conventional decay channels: Exotic decay channels:

(A) H+ → τ+ν

(B) H+ → t b̄

(C) H+ → cs̄

(D) H+ → cb̄

(A) H± → hW± : ∓ig
2 cos(β − α)(pµ − p∓µ )

(B) H± → HW± : ∓ig
2 sin(β − α)(pµ − p∓µ )

(C) H± → AW± : g
2 (pµ − p∓µ )
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CMS 8 TeV and 13 TeV results: (τν and tb channels)

JHEP11(2015) 018,[1508.07774]

JHEP 07 (2019) 142,[1903.04560]

JHEP11(2015) 018,[1508.07774]

CMS PAS HIG-18-004
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Constraints on charged Higgs parameter space

P.Sanyal, Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 11, 913

• Exclusions:

(A) Green Region −→ 8 TeV CMS results

(B) Red Region −→ 13 TeV CMS results

(C) Dashed Line −→ BR(B → Xsγ)
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Charged Higgs exotic decay channel (H± → W±A)

• Minimal mass splitting together with alignment limit
restricts the exotic decay channels
H± → h/H/AW±.

• But once open, H± can dominantly decay to these
channels.

• CMS collaboration put upper bounds on
BR(t → H+b) at 95% CL assuming
BR(H+ → W +A)→ 1 and
BR(A→ µ+µ−)→ 3× 10−4.

• Mass difference mH± −mA = 85 GeV with
mH± ∈ [100− 160] GeV is considered by CMS
group.

• T - parameter is satisfied by choosing mH± ∼ mH .

• In Type I scenario, BR(H± → W±A)→ 1 for
tanβ & 1 and BR(A→ µ+µ−) ∼ 2.6× 10−4 for
mA ∈ [15− 75] GeV.

P.Sanyal, Eur.Phys.J.C 79 (2019) 11, 913
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Same sign trilepton search at the LHC in Type I 2HDM

• For large tanβ the cross section pp → W∗± → H±φ dominates over the
pp → H±tb channel in Type I 2HDM.

q H±

φq̄′

W±

• For close to the alignment limit φ 6= hSM .

• Signal:

(A) pp → W∗± → H±H → (W±H)(W +W−)→ (W±W +W−)(W +W−)→ 3`±�ET +X
(B) pp → W∗± → H±A→ (W±H)(ZH)→ (W±W +W−)(ZW +W−)→ 3`±�ET + X

• SM backgrounds: WZ+ jets, Z`+`−+ jets and t t̄W + jets.

• Parameter Choice: mH± −mH = 85, 120 GeV, mH ∈ [130− 300]GeV,
mH± ≈ mA, tanβ ∈ [1, 50], sin(β − α) = 0.995 and m2

12 ∈ [0,m2
H sinβ cosβ].
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Current Limits in Type I 2HDM

T. Mondal and P. Sanyal, arXiv:2109.05682

• Red Region: Exclusion regions from the LHC
√

s =7, 8, 13 TeV constraints on
neutral Higgses and charged Higgs.

• Channels:

(1) H/A→ ττ

(2) H/A→ γγ

(3) H → VV (V = W±, Z )

(4) A→ HZ

(5) A→ hZ

(6) H± → tb

• Blue Region: Exclusion region coming from the BR(B → Xsγ) constraint.
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Bosonic decay modes of Higgs bosons

T. Mondal and P. Sanyal, arXiv:2109.05682

(A) BR(H → W +W−) HW +W− : cos(β − α)gSM
hVV

(B) BR(H± → W±H) H±HW∓µ : ±i g
2 sin(β − α)(pµ + p′µ)

(C) BR(A→ ZH) AHZ : − g
2cw

sin(β − α)(pµ + p′µ)
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Collider Analysis

FeynRules 2.3 MadGraph5-aMC@NLOv-2.6.6 PYTHIA-v8.2 Delphes-3.4.2

• Selection cuts:

(1) SS3L: Three isolated leading leptons (e, µ) with same sign.

(2) Momentum pT cuts: pT (`1) > 30 GeV, pT (`2) > 30 GeV, pT (`3) > 20 respectively and

�ET > 30 GeV.

(3) Lepton and jet separation cuts: Lepton-lepton separation, ∆R`` > 0.4 and lepton-jet
separation cuts, ∆R`j > 0.4 where ∆R =

√
∆η2 + ∆φ2.

(4) Z -veto: Veto events with additional leptons oppositely charged to the tagged SS3L with
same flavor satisfying the condition 80 < m`+`− < 100 GeV.

(5) b-veto: Veto events if there are any tagged b-jets.
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Background cross sections at
√

s = 13 TeV

Selection cuts WZ+ jets [fb] Z`+`−+ jets [fb] t t̄W + jets [fb]
MG5 1360.80 246.550 62.570
SS3L 0.0543 0.00991 0.0878

Lepton pT &�ET 0.0122 0.00122 0.0118
∆R`` & ∆R`j 0.0073 0.00083 0.0103

Z -veto 0.0065 0.00065 0.0103
b-veto 0.0061 0.00061 0.0018

T. Mondal and P. Sanyal, arXiv:2109.05682
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Results

T. Mondal and P. Sanyal, arXiv:2109.05682
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Conclusions

• Large tanβ regions in Type I 2HDM are allowed due to the fermiophobic nature of
BSM Higgses.

• Two most conventional decay modes H± → τ±ν and H+ → t b̄ are studied using
the CMS 13 TeV results and compared with 8 TeV results.

• CMS collaboration for the first time studied the exotic channel, H± → W±A,
A→ µ+µ− to put upper limits on BR(t → H±b).

• The EW production of charged Higgs dominates over the strong production in
Type I scenario for large tanβ.

• Mass splitting of H± and H along with the fermiophobic limit of H in Type I
scenario are used to study the same sign trilepton final state at the LHC.

• The exclusion and discovery limits are discussed for 300fb−1 and 3000fb−1

luminosities at
√

s = 13TeV.
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